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About This Game

Join Vicky, an orphan firestarter, in this cynically charming indie platformer as she fights to rid the planet of intergalactic
demon invaders. Featuring classic style run-and-gun gameplay, minigames, and more!

Fight your way through 18 levels, each tougher than the previous, unlock new abilities, finish level challenges and seek out
bonus levels. If you're feeling up to it, test your mettle with the "Stupid Hard" setting.

Vicky Saves the Big Dumb World is a devilishly funny, cartoonish adventure, with plenty of action, violence, and high
replayablility. Made with a love of B movies and low budget aesthetics, Vicky features an original soundtrack by MackOne.

- 18 levels
- 4 bonus levels

- 4 unlockable abilities
- 2 minigames
- Endless Zone
- Big Battles

- "Stupid Hard" mode: enemies are tougher and faster, no checkpoints
- "Forbidden Fruit" collectibles: unlock minigames, endless zone, and a new attack!!

- 28 unique Steam achievements

*A game controller is HIGHLY recommended
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 250 MB available space
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vicky saves the big dumb world

-get through level 1 in a heartbeat
- wow, that was super easy
- can't beat level 2
- try for an HOUR and still can't get closer than the 400 marker
- finally I make it through. the finish line is in sight
- commence premature celebration initiative "jump for joy"
- overjump and my ball explodes against the side of a wall half an inch from the finish line
- tearfully click "restart" and spend another thirty minutes on level 2

As a former addict of the many online arcade games on netives, I both love and hate this game. The levels aren't easy, so there's
a real sense of satisfaction when you completethem. However, the levels aren't easy, so there's also a real sense of SADisfaction
when you fail twenty times in a row. Sorry about the pun, it's a coping mechanism.

If there's one tweak I'd suggest, it would be a second or two of celebration after completing a level, rather than abruptly being
thrust into the next level with no fanfare. Come on, game designers, stroke our pathetic egos.. It was nothing special but it was a
decent game to Co-Op with my dad. The only issue we had back when we played it was that it didn't have sound. We
compensated by putting on some epic music in the background. Given other people's experience lately I should probably
mention we finished the game on 11/30/2013.. Yeah so I've been following Nauris on Twitter for a while now and never realised
this was his. Anyway, got it in the summer sale for about 2 bucks, loaded it up and saw his name. Groovy.

Love the look of this game, the pixel art is really sharp, with a great palette used for each dimension you play in. It's rather
short, but quite atmospheric, and honestly it's really almost the perfect length to be honest.

As the game progresses the game presents you with a mild increase in difficulty from the traps and puzzles you come across.
Nothing too major, but maybe one or two will have you scratching your head for a few moments.

Like I say, cool wee game, great pixel art and animation. I's day buy if it's on a sale for a couple bucks.

Looking forward to what the man comes up with next!. BAD: It's a bad port of a mobile game that was obviously made for
touchscreen (to the point where the tutorial still uses illustrations of a finger dragging across a screen instead of a mouse cursor)
and gets boring after a few levels.

GOOD: The stock western music they use for the title screen is the same one Spongebob Squarepants used once.. It's a good
game don't get me wrong......but for $19.99 it's lacking. I wish it had a mode that you could just be at the station and it would
just generate missions. You just play through the story line and that is it. Maybe I'm being too picky but def. try to get this game
when it goes on sale, don't feel like I quite got $20 worth. It's fun to play games like this when you do it in real life!!. If you like
wandering around a kind of pretty environment and doing pretty much nothing except getting stuck on the sections of the map
until you figure out how to clip through a building, then this is the "game" for you. I got it as part of a Humble Bundle, so
basically free, and that's about the right price. If you have to pay for it, reconsider. There a a number of other better experiences
out there that cost you nothing and are more entertaining.
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Half naked, bearded men with bodypaint hiding in forests, only to emerge suddenly and clobber your enemies.

Unless you had some unpleasant real life experience involving half naked, bearded men with bodypaint hiding in forests, only to
emerge suddenly and clobber you, I suggest you buy this.

8.75\/10 - would DownLoadContent again.. Wow the art for this game is without a doubt an absolute treat to the eyes! it really
sets the mood for the journey in the game and I love the characters in it. The game is till in development and so far I havent seen
any bugs which is usually the case with early releases. Really enjoyng it and cant wait to see how far they take this game. Love
it!. I still don't know if I like this game, there are so many bad things about it. I don't feel very cheerful driving around the map
while Mallorca is a beautiful island. I wouldn't recommend it for the price asked.

Pros:
Airport looks nice
Planes takeoff and land.
The bus is detailed
Some buildings look realistic
There are four nicely sized routes

Cons:
The map is mostly discusting
No new AI cars
No route guide to hotels
Feels like a sad place while Mallorca is a beautiful island in real life
Feels rushed
Annunciator is not authentic
Random music is played near El Arenal
Hotels\/Resorts are badly modeled
It costs 26 pounds

In conclusion, save your money for OMSI London.
. Pretty fun stupid game about either trying to complete tasks as granny or trying to kill your grandma for not making your
favorite meal.

It\u2019s early access so there\u2019s still a whole heap of potential that can go into it. Granny is pretty OP with tons of health
bottles lying around and playing as the grandson can be challenging but hilarious to watch yourself get launched out the second
story floor into the wilderness.

For $5 right now, you really get what you pay for here. It\u2019s fun and I\u2019d recommend it and hope more features are
added for more replayability.. the game is fun but if you start doing to good people get buthurt and will kick you out and only
one server at the moment
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